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The AGGV gets Kinky this Summer 
 
Ancient erotic images will be the subject of the Art Gallery of Greater Victoria’s newest 
exhibition, Kinky, Ancient Chinese and Japanese Erotic Images. The exhibition offers a 
rare view of risqué art works from China and Japan, and promises visitors a deeper 
understanding of the regions’ erotic histories, cultures and customs. 
 
“Kinky will include ivory and ceramic sculptures as well as an amazing set of 19th century 
ceramic tiles and their painted box containers, which have never been seen before in a 
public gallery,” says exhibition curator Barry Till, the AGGV’s renowned Asian Arts 
Curator.  
 
Also on display will be shoes for bound feet, which were considered exceptionally erotic 
for Chinese men at one time. 
 
A look at Japanese eroticism quickly uncovers shunga woodblock prints—shunga, the 
term for “erotic art” in Japanese—which played a large role in Japanese art and culture. 
“Almost all the great print masters designed erotic works, partially for economic reasons 
and also because they were considered to be a vital element of their art,” says Till.  
 
Shunga scenes varied from the first tender advances of young love to the brutal violations 
of dark and terrible debauchery. The works had many purposes, from helping to train 
inexperienced courtesans to arousing prospective clients and in some cases as a sexual 
guide for educating newlyweds. There were also a number of superstitions and customs 
surrounding shunga—one of which is it was considered a lucky charm against death for 
samurai who sometimes carried shunga prints in their helmets. 
 
Kinky, Ancient Chinese and Japanese Erotic Images, debuts June 18 and runs until Oct. 
16 at the Art Gallery of Greater Victoria. The sexual content may not be suitable for all 
audiences.  
 
Barry Till will lead a curator's tour of Kinky: Ancient Chinese and Japanese Erotic Images 
on Wednesday, June 29, from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. The cost of the tour is included with 
admission or membership. 
 
For more information, calendar of events and tickets, visit www.aggv.ca or call 250-384-
4171. 
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